THE COLLECTION
The Collection

Each and every Rolls-Royce motor car exudes effortless elegance. The Collection, a compendium of exquisite luxury gifts, provides an opportunity to indulge further in to the Rolls-Royce Motor Car traditions of unrivalled attention to detail, impeccable craftsmanship and timeless design.

Sir Henry Royce famously urged his employees to ‘strive for perfection’ in all that they did. Through our range of stunning luxury gifts, made from only the finest materials, we are continuing to embrace these principles, providing beautiful and collectable pieces to be treasured.

Sir Henry Royce.

Torsten Müller-Otvos
CEO Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
With an experienced team of world-class product designers and skilled craftspeople, every item has been individually designed, engineered and beautifully finished to achieve the perfect marriage of form and function. To celebrate the guiding vision of our founding forefather, the immortal words of Sir Henry Royce have been subtly debossed into the leather of each item.

From the use of subtle grey contrast stitching to the finest nappa leather, all items are designed to surprise and delight.
Purse

Stylish zip-around purse handmade from the same tipped leather to feature in our cars and embroidered with a Rolls-Royce monogram.

Elegantly designed with ample room for notes and up to 12 cards, the natural grain seashell leather interior also incorporates a coin compartment with zipped closure discreetly detailed black Rolls-Royce monogram jacquard lining.

The purse is also available in navy leather with a contrasting mandarin leather and navy jacquard lining.

Dimensions: 198x108x24mm
Part number: Black/seashell 2 285 585
Navy/Mandarin 2 287 691
Men’s Wallet

Holding eight cards in Nylon lined slots, with two Alcantara Suede lined pockets for banknotes, this classic design is finished in the finest soft nappa black leather with a seashell interior.

Dimensions: 112x98x20mm
Part number: 2 333 909

Business Card Case

Finished in black leather with a black Alcantara Suede lining and grey contrast stitching, this case opens to reveal a light seashell interior.

Dimensions: 105x70x22mm
Part number: 2 333 902
BlackBerry Case
Designed to fit the BlackBerry Bold 9900, BlackBerry Curve 9360 and BlackBerry Bold 9790, this exclusive case features a high-quality black leather outer, black Alcantara Suede lining and contrasting seashell interior.
Dimensions: 128x85x13mm
Part number: 2 333 898

iPhone® Case
Protect your iPhone with this specially designed sleeve. Crafted in high-quality black leather with contrasting seashell interior and an embroidered RR monogram. This sleek case is suitable for the iPhone 3, 4 and 4S.
Dimensions: 128x75x13mm
Part number: 2 339 642

iPhone® 5 Case
Enveloping your iPhone 5, this protective sleeve is finished in high-quality black leather with contrasting seashell interior and an embroidered RR monogram.
Dimensions: 135x78x13mm
Part number: 2 349 098

BlackBerry Case
Designed to fit the BlackBerry Bold 9900, BlackBerry Curve 9360 and BlackBerry Bold 9790, this exclusive case features a high-quality black leather outer, black Alcantara Suede lining and contrasting seashell interior.
Dimensions: 128x85x13mm
Part number: 2 333 898

The Strive for Perfection Collection
iPad® Case
Made from black leather and complemented by a black Alcantara Suede lining and contrasting seashell interior, this sleek case is suitable for the iPad 2 and iPad Air.
Dimensions: 260x197x10mm
Part number: 2 333 900

* A trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.
Travel Wallet
Made from black leather with a black Alcantara Suede lining, contrasting seashell interior and featuring handy airport step-by-step ticket pockets.

Dimensions: 230x115x18mm
Part number: 2 333 895

Luggage Tag
Complete with a flip cover to keep your details securely hidden, this black leather luggage tag has a contrasting seashell back.

Dimensions: 115x70x4mm
Part number: 2 333 904

Passport Cover
A high-quality black leather passport cover with a black Alcantara Suede lining, contrasting seashell interior and featuring handy airport step-by-step ticket pockets.

Dimensions: 154x103x13mm
Part number: 2 333 896

The Strive for Perfection Collection
Mouse Mat
Made from high quality black leather, the Rolls-Royce monogram is embroidered on face and the underside is lined with non-slip black Alcantara Suede.
Dimensions: 280x215mm
Part number: 2 333 910

A3 Desk Pad
Made from high quality black leather with a soft black Alcantara Suede underside and finished with an embroidered RR monogram.
Dimensions: 420x297mm
Part number: 2 339 643
USB Stick – 8GB

Elegant and compact, the stainless steel, key-shaped 8GB USB stick neatly retracts into a natural leather case. They come with a polished fastener and are adorned with an engraved Rolls-Royce monogram badge. There are two sets to choose from with a combination of three leather colours. These mix of neutral and vibrant tones reflect some of our most popular and interesting car interiors.

Dimensions: 64x25x8mm
Set of 10: 4 Black, 3 Seashell, 3 Mandarin
Part number: 2 357 923

Set of 10: 4 Hotspur Red, 3 Arctic White, 3 Cobalto Blue
Part number: 2 357 924

USB Stick – 8GB with Key Ring

A stainless steel ring attached to a loop on the fine leather holder turns the 8GB USB stick into a smart keyring. Choose from the same range of six stylish colours. The 35mm diameter ring is designed to fit a Rolls-Royce car key.

Dimensions: 74x25x8mm
Set of 10: 4 Black, 3 Seashell, 3 Mandarin
Part number: 2 357 925

Set of 10: 4 Hotspur Red, 3 Arctic White, 3 Cobalto Blue
Part number: 2 357 926
A4 Document Folio

This slimline A4 folio is finished in black leather with a contrasting seashell interior. The folio comes complete with writing pad, pen holder loop and Alcantara Suede lined side pockets for papers and business cards.

Dimensions: 333x240x22mm
Part number: 2 333 905

Leather Photo Frame

(5” x 7”)

Crafted from high quality black leather with a contrasting seashell inlay panel.

Dimensions: 287x236x14mm
Part number: 2 333 901

A5 Notebook

This elegant slimline folio comes with a writing pad, pen holder loop and additional side pockets for papers and business cards. The black leather cover has a black Alcantara Suede lining and opens to a seashell interior.

Dimensions: 235x165x22mm
Part number: 2 333 897
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars has been a motoring icon for more than 100 years, embodying the utmost in luxury, refinement and effortless enjoyment. The Iconic Collection shares the same timeless appeal, from the finest Italian silk ties and scarves to the sterling silver pens and lapel pins.

Unmistakably Rolls-Royce, these beautifully crafted items are infused with the same dedication and passion that we apply to our motor cars. It is a timeless quality that extends to even the finest detail, such as the Rolls-Royce monogram beautifully engraved into the pen lids.

Many of these items feature the world’s most famous bonnet mascot, the Spirit of Ecstasy. She first graced our cars more than 100 years ago and remains a source of inspiration.
Small Spirit of Ecstasy on a Plinth
A stunning recreation of this iconic symbol, cast using the original Spirit of Ecstasy moulds. Crafted in brass using the exacting wax loss process, it is then rhodium plated and hand polished for a remarkable shine. The piano black plinth adds an elegant finish.
Dimensions: 115x95x66mm
Part number: 2 285 587

Spirit of Ecstasy Plinth
Using one of the endless Bespoke opportunities available to them, many customers personalise the Spirit of Ecstasy on their vehicles. Keeping the original and combining it with this plinth creates a timeless reminder of their purchase.
Dimensions: 235x95x66mm
Part number: 2 149 420

The Iconic Collection
Spirit of Ecstasy on a Plinth
Made from mirror-finish stainless steel, this full-size Spirit of Ecstasy is mounted on a large piano black veneer plinth.
Dimensions: 235x95x66mm
Part number: 2 149 419
Sterling Silver Spirit of Ecstasy Cufflinks

These beautifully crafted cufflinks are modelled on the iconic Spirit of Ecstasy. Made from sterling silver, the cufflinks carry the 925 hallmark and are rhodium plated to help prevent tarnishing.

Dimensions: 23x12x27mm
Part number: 2 333 906

Spirit of Ecstasy Lapel Pin

Crafted from brass and plated with chrome, this lapel pin features the iconic Spirit of Ecstasy.

Dimensions: 10x58mm (SOE 10x18mm)
Part number: 2 333 007
Rolls-Royce Pen
This unique black gloss rollerball pen is smooth elegance personified, with the Rolls-Royce monogram and wordmark displayed on the screw cap lid.

Dimensions: 145x16mm
Part number: 2 285 581

Ladies’ Sterling Silver and Leather Fountain Pen
Two beautiful materials complement each other perfectly in this hallmarked 925 Art Deco inspired sterling silver fountain pen with black leather detail. Made in Germany, the pen features an engraved Rolls-Royce monogram on the lid and comes with both ink cartridges and an ink converter.

Dimensions: 137x12mm
Part number: 2 333 908

Men’s Sterling Silver Fountain Pen
This timelessly stylish fountain pen is crafted in Germany from hallmarked 925 sterling silver and features elegant Art Deco inspired black accents. Its high-quality feel is further enhanced by the engraved Rolls-Royce monogram on the lid and adaptable ink converter that can be used instead of the ink cartridges provided.

Dimensions: 140x13mm
Part number: 2 339 644

Men’s Sterling Silver Rollerball Pen
Designed to be both practical and refined, this men’s rollerball pen carries the Rolls-Royce monogram and is crafted from hallmarked 925 sterling silver.

Dimensions: 140x13mm
Part number: 2 355 830

Ladies’ Sterling Silver and Leather Rollerball Pen
Gracefully crafted for everyday use, this Art Deco inspired ladies’ rollerball pen is made from 925 sterling silver, hallmarked by the London Assay office. It is engraved with the Rolls-Royce monogram and finished with black leather.

Dimensions: 137x12mm
Part number: 2 355 829

Ladies’ Sterling Silver and Leather Fountain Pen
Two beautiful materials complement each other perfectly in this hallmarked 925 Art Deco inspired sterling silver fountain pen with black leather detail. Made in Germany, the pen features an engraved Rolls-Royce monogram on the lid and comes with both ink cartridges and an ink converter.

Dimensions: 137x12mm
Part number: 2 333 908

Men’s Sterling Silver Fountain Pen
This timelessly stylish fountain pen is crafted in Germany from hallmarked 925 sterling silver and features elegant Art Deco inspired black accents. Its high-quality feel is further enhanced by the engraved Rolls-Royce monogram on the lid and adaptable ink converter that can be used instead of the ink cartridges provided.

Dimensions: 140x13mm
Part number: 2 339 644

Men’s Sterling Silver Rollerball Pen
Designed to be both practical and refined, this men’s rollerball pen carries the Rolls-Royce monogram and is crafted from hallmarked 925 sterling silver.

Dimensions: 140x13mm
Part number: 2 355 830

Ladies’ Sterling Silver and Leather Rollerball Pen
Gracefully crafted for everyday use, this Art Deco inspired ladies’ rollerball pen is made from 925 sterling silver, hallmarked by the London Assay office. It is engraved with the Rolls-Royce monogram and finished with black leather.

Dimensions: 137x12mm
Part number: 2 355 829
Silk Tie
Made from 100% Italian silk and featuring a white Spirit of Ecstasy pattern. The piece is coloured in classic wildflower, the colour of the Spirit of Ecstasy Centenary Collection cars. Depicted on the reverse of the tie’s point is an image of Eleanor Thornton, who it is thought the Spirit of Ecstasy was originally modelled on.
Dimensions: 85mm (Blade) x 1470mm
Part number: 2 222 008

Silk Scarf
The perfect finishing touch for any outfit. Made from 100% Italian silk, with a white Spirit of Ecstasy pattern. The exquisite piece is exclusively available in wildflower, the colour of the Spirit of Ecstasy Centenary Collection cars.
Dimensions: 700x700mm
Part number: 2 222 010
Sterling Silver Monogram Lapel Pin
A classically simple sterling silver pin, sporting the distinctive Rolls-Royce monogram.
Dimensions: 8x57mm (Monogram 8x12mm)
Part number: 0 302 716

RR Badge Pin
A classic metal badge button which features the Rolls-Royce Motor Cars logo.
Dimensions: 15x9mm
Part number: 0 394 833

Keyring
A bold design featuring natural grain looped black leather and a central stainless steel clip. Laser engraved with the Rolls-Royce monogram and finished with an effortless access clasp.
Dimensions: 33x52mm
(33x105mm – including strap/ring)
Part number: 0 442 845
Ghost 1:18 Scale Model

Finished in Lunar Blue with contrasting Satin Silver bonnet, coachlines and seashell interior, this model’s colour and trim combination is exclusive to Rolls-Royce Motor Cars. This is a highly detailed model featuring lots of movable parts including fully opening doors, bonnet and boot, folding picnic tables, adjustable seats, wheels and wing mirrors and signature Rolls-Royce umbrellas in the doors.

Dimensions: 305x110x85mm
Part number: 2 333 760
Ghost Extended Wheelbase
1:43 Scale Model

With its Diamond Black finish plus seashell interior and coachlines, this 1:43 Ghost ExtendedWheelbase model showcases a colour and trim combination exclusive to Rolls-Royce Motor Cars. This static model comes complete with a fixed black base and protective acrylic presentation case.

Dimensions: 186x82x75mm
Part number: 2 333 761
Wraith Collection

Wraith, with its striking fastback silhouette, pushes the boundaries of design and engineering. The most potent and technologically advanced Rolls-Royce in history, it exudes the power, style and drama that makes the world stand still.

The Wraith Collection mirrors this iconic and inspiring design, expressing the same confidence through deft touches such as hallmarked silver, Italian silk and the finest oatmeal leather. Every detail of these exclusive gifts has been crafted to embody the drama and passion of Wraith.
Men's Wallet

A classic tipped leather design, generously proportioned to hold eight cards, with two pockets for banknotes. Made from tipped and natural grain oatmeal leather, it is finished with vibrant purple contrast Alcantara suede interior and stitching.

Dimensions: 112x98x20mm
Part number: 2 351 472

iPhone® 5 Case

Enveloping your iPhone 5, this protective sleeve is finished in tipped oatmeal leather, edged with purple stitching and an embroidered Rolls-Royce monogram. The interior is trimmed in purple Alcantara suede.

Dimensions: 135x78x13mm
Part number: 2 351 473

*A trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.
Luggage Tag
Keep your personal details concealed with this flip cover luggage tag in tipped oatmeal leather with purple detailing and a natural grain leather back.
Dimensions: 115x70x4mm
Part number: 2 354 938

Notebook
Hand-held flip notebook in tipped oatmeal leather seamlessly co-ordinates with the striking design of the Wraith Collection. Finished with an embroidered purple Rolls-Royce monogram.
Dimensions: 154x97x18mm
Part number: 2 354 936
Sterling Silver
Spirit of Ecstasy Cufflinks
Perfectly reproduced miniatures of the Graceful
Little Goddess that is the Spirit of Ecstasy.
Crafted from hallmarked 925 sterling silver
and finished with black ruthenium.
Dimensions: 23x12x21mm
Part number: 2 348 981

Spirit of Ecstasy
Lapel Pin
The embodiment of Rolls-Royce,
The Spirit of Ecstasy adorns this striking
lapel pin. Fashioned from brass and
plated in black ruthenium.
Dimensions: 10x58mm (SOE 10x18mm)
Part number: 2 348 982

Wraith Speedform
USB Stick – 8GB
Cast in brass and chromium plated,
the 8GB USB stick captures Wraith’s
iconic design.
Dimensions: 51x17x13mm
Part number: 2 355 793

Sterling Silver
Wraith Speedform Cufflinks
Stylishly echoing the bold Wraith silhouette,
these hallmarked 925 solid sterling silver
cufflinks are beautifully finished with rhodium
to maintain a stunning shine.
Dimensions: 20x8x23mm
Part number: 2 355 816
Pochette
Wraith Sketch Pattern
Made from 100% Italian silk, the purple pocket handkerchief is subtly decorated with the Wraith sketch pattern and finished with a monogram Rolls-Royce detail.
Dimensions: 300x300mm
Part number: 2 351 474

Silk Tie
Wraith Sketch Pattern
Handmade from 100% woven Italian silk, the tie’s pattern perfectly complements the Wraith sketch design which features on the reverse of the point.
Dimensions: 85mm(Blade)x1470mm
Part number: 2 351 471

Silk Scarf
Wraith Sketch Pattern
Add a commanding accent to any outfit with this 100% Italian silk scarf. Beautifully designed in purple, with a subtle Wraith sketch pattern and monogram Rolls-Royce detail.
Dimensions: 900x900mm
Part number: 2 351 162
Our design philosophy

We follow the finest traditions of Rolls-Royce Motor Cars, to create gifts unrivalled in their levels of luxury and attention to detail, and timeless in their appeal.

Our Leather
Flawless leather is an absolute requirement at Rolls-Royce Motor Cars. We make all our leather products in the Europe, using only fine nappa leather of the highest quality, lined with Alcantara Suede and free from imperfections.

Our Silver
Using sterling silver we craft items that are hallmarked at 925. The hallmarking for each individual Rolls-Royce piece is performed by the official London Assay Office, who have been legally responsible for testing the quality of precious metals since 1327.

Authenticity
Each item in The Collection comes in a branded Rolls-Royce Motor Cars soft-touch presentation box, complete with its own authenticity card, so you know your purchase is genuine.

For further information regarding any of the items in The Collection, please contact your local Rolls-Royce Motor Cars authorised dealership.

To find your nearest Rolls-Royce Motor Cars dealer please visit www.rolls-roycemotorcars.com

The Rolls-Royce name and logo are registered trade marks owned by or licensed to Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited
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